EMS Information Session

Fall 2018

Receive pre-hospital training and earn a certificate in First Responder, EMT Basic, or EMT Intermediate. Or an Associate degree in EMS. The deserving career has a variety of opportunities in EMS Services, Fire Departments, Hospitals, or government agencies. As a professional in the world of EMS you will receive a challenging and rewarding career.

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE EMS PROGRAM. ATTEND AN EMS INFORMATION SESSION

Open to the general public and interested students.

*attendance is required to register for an EMS course

TIME: 4:30PM (every session)

LOCATION: HCC BUILDING

DATES:

June 11, 2018  
July 2, 2018  
July 16, 2018  
July 30, 2018  
August 3, 2018

*LATER DATES - TBA
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